President’s Report
Our seventh biennial international numismatic conference NAAC2017, which was held
in Melbourne in October, was a great success. National Organiser Walter Bloom and
the local Organizing Committee chaired by Darren Burgess put together an interesting
program, one of the consequences of which was the marvellous selection of papers for
this volume of the Journal.
This last year has seen the publication of Peter Lane’s The Coin Cabinet, and the winning
of the Paul Simon Memorial Award by Barrie Newman. Both Peter and Barrie are great
contributors to the Association.
Our Vice-President, Darren Burgess, has advised that he won’t be renominating at our
coming AGM due to the pressure of work and the need to progress some NAV activities.
I am grateful to Darren for all the work he puts into the NAA, in particular last year’s
biennial conference and the Facebook page, not to mention the steady stream of news
items. In fact Darren is not completely off the hook as he has become the Victorian State
Representative to the Association.
Stewart Wright of Status International has kindly offered us use of a room for the
Association’s AGM on Monday 16 April (commencing 1pm) at his new premises at 64
Parramatta Rd, Forest Lodge, close to the University of Sydney.
The NAA continues to enjoy sponsorship at a sustainable level, with Noble Numismatics
(Gold), Coinworks, Downies (Silver), Drake Sterling, Sterling & Currency and Vintage
Coins & Banknotes (Bronze) all contributing to ensure the Association’s continued
success. However expenses are rising and receipts are falling, even with the steady level
of membership. On the positive side, many are taking out ten-year memberships.
I am appreciative of the support of Council and other NAA members throughout the
year, and particularly our Secretary, Jonathan Cohen, and Treasurer, Lyn Bloom, who
are pivotal in the running of the Association, and our Managing Editor, Gil Davis, for
his work in producing this Volume 28 of JNAA.
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